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The Directors are pleased to present the Group’s Interim Report and condensed
accounts for the six months ended 30 June 2003.  The consolidated profit and
loss account, consolidated cash flow statement and consolidated statement of
changes in equity of the Group for the six months ended 30 June 2003, and the
consolidated balance sheet as at 30 June 2003 of the Group, all of which are
unaudited and condensed, along with selected explanatory notes,  supplementary
financial information and supplementary information are set out on pages 6 to
40 of this report.

The economic conditions in Hong Kong remained stagnant in the first half of
2003, as it sustained the impacts of the Iraq war and the SARS outbreak. Quite
a number of business sectors were affected to some degree.  These developments,
combined with persistent deflation, high unemployment, sluggish consumption
and weak loan demand, have dealt a heavy blow to the economy of Hong Kong.
The operating conditions in the banking sector remained tough, limiting earnings
growth of the industry as a whole.

Comparing the Bank’s operating results for the first half of 2003 with the
corresponding period of 2002:

Profit after taxation amounted to HK$390,646,000, representing an increase of
1.5%.

The Bank recorded a marked increase in fee income and a decline in charge on
bad and doubtful debts; however, this improvement was partially offset by a
decline in net interest income and the increase in provision for debt securities.

Local interest rates still remained at an exceptionally low level, causing interest
expense to drop by 11.5% to HK$379,140,000, despite higher interest rates on
foreign currency deposits.

Our endeavour to expand non-interest income business in the first half of
2003 saw favourable results.  Non-interest income increased by 23.5% to
HK$227,108,000, mainly attributable to the impressive growth in earnings and
handling fees generated from our insurance operation and wealth management
business.  However, income from credit card operation continued to fall due to
adverse operating environment.

Operating income increased by 1.2% to HK$791,858,000.  Operating expenses
decreased marginally by 0.6% to HK$266,924,000, primarily due to the decrease
in credit card promotion expenses.

The cost-to-income ratio decreased by 0.6% to 33.7%, compared with the
first half of 2002.  Operating profit before provisions grew by 2.2% to
HK$524,934,000.  The charge for bad and doubtful debts decreased by 20.6%
to HK$52,211,000.

Operating profit increased by 5.6% to HK$472,723,000.
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Advances to customers registered a mild decline by 1.6% from the level a year
ago to HK$29,996,084,000, which is 0.1% lower compared with that at
31 December 2002.  Provisions for bad and doubtful debts amounted to
HK$707,738,000, of which 64% is general provision, representing 1.51% of
the total advances to customers.

Total customer deposits of HK$50,083,928,000 was 2.9% higher compared
with the same period last year, or an increase of 2.9% as compared with
that at 31 December 2002.  Certificates of deposit issued amounted to
HK$2,635,552,000.  The loan-to-deposit ratio was 55.6%, compared with 59%
for the same period of 2002 and 57.8% at 31 December 2002, reflecting high
liquidity owing to weak loan demand.  The Bank will continue to maintain a
prudent lending policy and re-allocate its resources to higher yielding operations
and commission income businesses, such as hire-purchase and leasing, wealth
management, insurance and securities trading business, etc.

The return on average total assets was 1.21%, slightly higher than 1.2% for the
same period in 2002.  The return on average shareholders’ funds was 9.65%,
below the 9.99% recorded in the same period in 2002.

At 30 June 2003, the consolidated capital adequacy ratio was 22.1%, and the
average liquidity ratio was 49.1%.

Deposits
Total deposits registered a 2.9% increase from 2002 year-end, primarily due to
the appreciation of various foreign currency deposits when translated into
Hong Kong dollar.  As the HK dollar deposit rate remains unattractively low,
some depositors re-allocate their funds to other higher-yielding investment
products.

As at 30 June 2003, floating rate certificates of deposit and a small amount of
US$ fixed rate retail certificates of deposit totaling HK$2,635,552,000 were
issued, up 28.3% as compared with that at 2002 year-end.

Advances to customers
Loans and advances to customers declined, mainly attributable to the contraction
of the property lending loan book.  Property development and investment
financing and Home Ownership Scheme Loan accounted for the decline by
different magnitudes; whereas residential mortgage lending remained stable.
Continued price competition in the residential mortgage market forced the
residential mortgage interest rate for new homes to drop to exceptionally low
levels, making mortgage yields extremely low. Despite government measures
to stabilise the property market, the market remained subdued.  Investor
sentiment was further dampened by the outbreak of SARS, causing residential
property prices to fall by nearly 10% in the first half of the year.

Syndicated loans financing and corporate lending business grew steadily.
Despite a higher loan balance, profit did not grow commensurately, reflecting
shrinking interest rates and stiff competition.

Our hire-purchase and leasing subsidiary, Wing Lung Finance Limited, recorded
a contraction in loan balance with the reduction in taxi and minibus financing
activities.  However, operating profit grew steadily, mainly attributable to the
growth in other loan types.
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Bills
The changing payment mode in international trade impacted trade finance
operation, causing a decline in business turnover and bills income.  It is hoped
that gloomy economic sentiment related to the Iraq war and the SARS outbreak
will soon dissipate, and Hong Kong’s confidence will be rejuvenated with the
implementation of the Closer Economic Partnership Arrangement (CEPA),
thereby creating more business opportunities in the local market.

The Bank has participated in the “Accounts Receivable Loan Guarantee Scheme”
under the “Small and Medium Enterprises Development Support Plan” initiated
by the Government in order to give support to the small and medium enterprises
in their future business development.

Treasury
Combined income from foreign exchange and money exchange business rose
by 7.3% from the level a year ago.

In the first half of 2003, US dollar fluctuated widely relative to other major
currencies, boosting trading sentiment which helped generate impressive profit
for our foreign exchange dealings.  However, our money exchange business
underperformed the target against difficult market conditions due to SARS
outbreak and the resulting plunge in tourism.

As the prospect of a US recovery is still uncertain, the forex market exhibited
volatility. As our tourism industry is rebounding now that SARS is behind us,
we believe the worst is over and that in the latter half of 2003, foreign exchange
and money exchange activities will show improvements.

The Bank has been active in capital market activities, and the result is encouraging.
We will keep a keen eye on market development and interest rate trend to
formulate appropriate strategies with the objective to achieving better profit
growth.

Wealth management
Wealth management income registered a substantial growth over the level a
year ago.  Given the low yield on deposits, depositors have turned to higher-
yielding wealth management products as a channel for investment flows.

In June, the Bank was appointed as the Retail Exchange Fund Notes Distributor
by the Hong Kong Monetary Authority for the distribution of 2-year and 3-year
Exchange Fund Notes in the retail market under the pilot scheme.

Credit card
As at 30 June 2003, our card base was in line with the comparable period in
2002; while credit card receivables were lower than that at 2002 year-end. The
annualised charge-off ratio for the first six months of the year is 13.3%, an
improvement from 2002 year-end.  The credit card industry was hard hit under
a sagging economy, prolonged deflation and weak domestic consumption, and
there is no improvement in employment and personal bankruptcy situation.
Given the uncertain economic outlook, the Bank will closely monitor our credit
approval policy and contain the card base growth at an acceptable level. The
credit data bank, facilitating the sharing of customer positive information
among banks, has become operative by stages, and it will help improve bad
debt position of the banks.
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Insurance
In the first half of 2003, Wing Lung Insurance Company Limited and our
Insurance Department recorded a marked performance in underwriting business
and agency business. Our partnership with Equity Underwriters Limited and
Professional Liability Underwriting Services Limited yields good result with
substantial growth in gross premium. Sale of Hong Kong Life Insurance
Limited products has contributed significant commission income growth over
the level a year ago.

Securities broking
The Iraq war and the SARS outbreak impacted moderately the local stock
market with transaction volume down by 4.5% in the first half of 2003 as
compared with the corresponding period in 2002. Our securities operation
recorded a better-than-market performance in terms of transaction volume.

The new securities system is expected to become operative towards the end of
2003, hence improving operation efficiency and functional capabilities when
fully launched.

Branch
As part of our efforts to ensure effective resources allocation, the Grand
Century Place Branch was merged with Lai Chi Kok Road Branch on 11
August 2003, thus reducing the total number of local branches from 34 to 33
branches.

Our Los Angeles Branch and Cayman Islands Branch both achieved steady
growth.

After the signing of CEPA between the mainland and Hong Kong, the Bank is
now qualified for the setting up of a branch in the mainland.  A task force has
been formed preparing for a branch office across the border.

Investment in information technology
The new IBM teller platform front-end terminals have started operating in
January and February in branches and some departments.  The testing of the
back-end host is underway and system implementation is expected to be
completed in the latter half of the year.

Human resources
At the end of June 2003, total workforce amounted to 1,237, including 1,223
locally, 5 in the mainland and 9 overseas.

With a view to upgrading the skills and knowledge base of our staff so that they
are better able to serve business and customers’ needs, our Human Resource
Department has been actively organising seminars and training sessions related
to bank operation, product knowledge, information technology and specialised
topics, and sponsoring our staff to attend various training programs as well as
continuing professional training in order that they can obtain professional
qualifications in respective professions.  Exchange visits have been arranged
with our overseas correspondents in the sharing of experience in different
aspects of business operations.

By Order of the Board
Maria Wan-sin FUNG
Secretary

Hong Kong, 20 August 2003


